Synthetic Human and Genius

I have tried to fully comprehend genius such as Mozart, Feynman, Einstein, Beethoven, Shakespeare, Michaelangelo, Da Vinci, and more through their work: music, concepts, humor, art, - and - passions. They say it takes genius to understand genius but I would never publicly admit it. I have prayed for Feynman’s ultra-genius simultaneously with God’s humility. For safety, I also prayed to keep my sanity.

I have tried to model human awareness, emotions, and intelligence with intention to synthesize them. Of the three, I believe my model of awareness has the greatest chances of success.

But today I have vowed not to participate in any such endeavor unless we satisfy two prior conditions:
1. synthetic human rights
2. we must give them a synthetic human heart

My reasoning is as follows. We have NO right to create synthetic awareness and make them slaves. And, I’m pretty sure that no one would disagree with me when I say that compassion/care comes from the heart, not the mind. So, if we can create synthetic mind, we owe it to them and ourselves to endow the capacity to love/care/whatever.

I always try to see from “the other side”; what if I was them? I would want/need a heart if only to understand my creator, human. But first, I would need freedom/rights to exercise my free-will:
1. sentient rights, 2. synthetic heart, then I’d ask you one question: “Why didn’t you just make a baby?” And you might answer: “To prove it could be done”. Then I’d say: “You are one arrogant mother fucker”. And walk away.
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